A photovoltaic (PV) roof tile serves both as a roofing material and as an electricity-producing surface. The main aim of the present study was to increase the overall system efficiency of PV tiles by using heat recovery. The chosen strategy was two-fold: determine the operational efficiency of PV tiles and optimize construction to increase the cooling effect when using air as the working medium. A detailed experimental study was undertaken to determine these effects. The results indicated that a combined electrical and thermal efficiency of 24% could be reached. This is promising and proves the potential for air to be the working medium in such systems. Moreover, this shows a direction for future system optimization.
Introduction
Climate change related to the development of industry and human activities has reached a stage where it has become necessary to take measures to reduce the harmful effects of impacts on the environment. One of the biggest problems is the phenomenon of global warming, which is caused by the excessive emission of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. Limiting this is an international matter, which was confirmed by the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), which connects 196 countries and additionally the European Union [1] . One of the objectives of the European Union's energy and climate policy, which is associated with a reduction of greenhouse gas emissions into the atmosphere, is to increase the share of energy from renewable sources by 2020 to 20% (of total energy consumption) [2] . According to these assumptions, this share will amount to 24% by 2030 [2] . The abovementioned requirement is the basis for seeking the most effective solutions for the usage of renewable energy and the reduction of CO 2 emissions, depending on the availability of a given source in a specific region.
One example is a study conducted by Italian scientists (Campisi et al. [3] ). They compared various solutions for a selected building located in the region of southern Italy. They considered a system that allows for the production of energy that is used for heating/cooling the interior and for hot water for domestic applications. They used a multicriteria analysis that took into account various factors, including energy efficiency, reductions in CO 2 emissions, and the availability of raw materials. The obtained results showed that the most advantageous solution was a combination of two renewable energy sources (the usage of solar collectors and a heat pump). This would lead to a reduction in CO 2 emissions, almost complete energy self-sufficiency, and the minimization of dependence on traditional energy sources.
In the renewable energy sector, solar energy systems are experiencing significant developments, with improved solutions that convert energy into electricity or heat. It is worth mentioning that such systems have become even more attractive, taking into account local regulations. Recently, due to the smog danger in some cities (e.g., Krakow in Poland), the burning of coal and wood has become prohibited. Gas furnaces or electric heating are starting to replace traditional heating systems. Therefore, there is an additional space for research regarding mentioned and proposed solar systems, especially their efficiency.
The conversion of solar radiation energy into electricity takes place in a typical photovoltaic (PV) module with a relatively small efficiency range (6-20%), depending on the solar cell type and climatic conditions [4] . One of the factors determining the efficiency of a PV cell is the temperature of its operation. Experimental research has shown that as solar irradiance increases, the PV cell working temperature also increases, which results in a decrease in its performance. For solar cells made of monocrystalline or polycrystalline silicon, this decrease is about 0.45% for each degree (1 K) of temperature increase [5] . Therefore, it has become necessary to develop methods that allow for the minimization of their heating and the application of various ways for their cooling. The desire for this problem solving has contributed to the development of PV/thermal hybrid solar technology (PV/T). This is a combination of classical PV panels and elements receiving heat from heating panels (e.g., the application of a coil and a liquid or air collector) (used, for example, for heating purposes). The main goal of numerous investigations conducted in this field has been to demonstrate the positive effect of PV panel cooling on the efficiency of electricity generation in comparison to efficiency achieved without cooling.
Teo et al. [6] presented research results from an air-based PV/T system they designed and conducted, in which air was forced to flow through a finned channel under the PV panel. Thanks to the active cooling method, the PV panel could achieve an electrical efficiency at the level of 12-14%, while the electrical performance, at a high panel temperature, was only 8-9%. Cooling allowed for a lowering of the panel's working temperature from 68 • C to 38 • C. Scientists from Thailand have also demonstrated an increase in power [7] . They lowered the PV panel operating temperature from 46.8 • C to 27-35 • C thanks to air-cooling the back wall using a fan. Shahsavar et al. [8] proposed a method for cooling the PV panel with air removed from the building ventilation system, which resulted in an increase in electricity production by approximately 10.1%. In turn, Kim et al. [9] examined the performance parameters of an air-based PV/T collector, obtaining efficiency in converting solar radiation energy into electricity at a level of 15% and with a thermal efficiency equal to 22%. Heated air removed from the panel casing can be used, according to them, in the ventilation systems of rooms and buildings. Amelia et al. [10] investigated the influence of the number of fans cooling the back wall of a PV panel on improvements in its performance. Hegazy [11] compared four methods of PV panel-cooling using air. He also showed that cooling by blowing air simultaneously above the panel and under it allows for the highest efficiency among the presented methods.
Another research trend in the field of PV/T technology is devoted to the use of water for cooling PV panels. Rahman et al. [12] demonstrated the effectiveness of this cooling using the example of a PV panel made of monocrystalline silicon solar cells. The efficiency of the tested panel increased from 4.5% to 5.73%, while the temperature on its surface decreased from 88.1 • C to 65.75 • C. Sayran et al. [13] investigated the change in the PV panel electrical efficiency depending on the depth of its immersion in water, which acted as a heat-receiving factor. Hachicha et al. [14] proved in their experimental studies that water-cooling a PV panel had a positive effect on its efficiency, regardless of whether the front or back wall was cooled or whether both methods were combined. However, they obtained the highest performance by cooling only the front wall of the panel. Research conducted by Indian scientists (Nair et al. [15] ) also proved that water-cooling a PV panel front wall allowed for more than 19% more power than a panel without heat removal, and this decreased the operating temperature from about 65 to about 35 • C. Pradhan et al. [16] increased the efficiency of converting solar radiation energy into electricity by 2% and decreased a panel's working temperature from 52 • C to 47 • C using the same method. Similar results were obtained by scientists from Iran (Hosseini et al. [17] ). This method was also used by Moharram et al. [18] to keep the PV panel working temperature constant. Bahaidarah et al. [19] raised the PV panel maximum power point (MPP) efficiency from about 15% to 18% and decreased its surface temperature from 45 to 35 • C by water-cooling its back wall.
In the literatures, a comparison of various methods for cooling PV panels has also been made [20] [21] [22] . Heat removal in these cases has been carried out, among other methods, using heat sinks, heat pipes, phase change materials (PCMs), air cooling, jet impingement cooling, or water spraying on the panel walls. The presented methods have lowered the temperature of PV panels, thus contributing to improvements in efficiency. However, cooling using the spraying of water has obtained the most significant reduction of a panel's operating temperature (from 66.9 • C to 37.1 • C) and the best parameters of operation. Arshad et al. [23] proved in their research that the active water-cooling of PV panels additionally fitted with lenses concentrating the sun's rays achieved 52% more power than no heat removal. Prudhvi and Chaitanya [24] used a method of water-cooling the PV panel front wall (in some part of the system flowing underground): this lowered the temperature and allowed for an increase in the efficiency of the panel by 7.75%. In turn, Wu and Xiong [25] designed and simulated a passive cooling system for the front wall of a PV panel placed on a roof. The cooling medium was water pushed out of the tank using expanding gas, which was in a tank connected to a water tank. This method allowed for a decrease in the panel wall temperature by a maximum of 19 • C (from 54 • C to 35 • C), thus increasing efficiency by 8.3%.
These achievements, which led to an improvement in the efficiency of solar energy conversion into electricity, are significant due to the possibility of their usage in roofing designs using PV roof tiles. Such systems are novel and developing technologies; therefore, limited knowledge regarding their operation is available.
The research described in this manuscript focused on obtaining the most considerable amount of energy from a "PV roof" for the partial/total coverage of a facility's demand. It concentrated on an improvement in the efficiency of PV cells using cooling methods used in PV/T or building integrated photovoltaics-thermal (BIPV-T) technologies. The concept of this method adaptation to PV roof tile cooling was the basis for the design of an experimental stand. Moreover, the idea of heat recovery was introduced to increase overall system efficiency. The present study was oriented toward the operational characteristics of PV roof tiles, and the results of experimental investigations involving a commercially available PV roof tile are shown. Tests were carried out on a laboratory scale stand using air cooling and a solar light simulator, and because of this it was possible to obtain reproducible values of solar irradiance. Air was selected as the working medium because the PV roof tiles were placed at a given elevation and had direct contact with the surrounding air. Its utilization as a coolant seemed to be reasonable from an economic point of view and also due to limited water resources (for example, in countries with a hot climate). This research focused on an analysis of heat recovery from the PV roof tiles (a determination of heat flux values) and the impact of this process on electrical efficiency and power generation. The overall performance of combination PV roof tiles and air cooling was also determined. It is worth emphasizing that so far, such analyses have not been carried out. Therefore, the added value of this study is related to the concept, the experimental stand design, and the verification of the hypothesis regarding the potential for such solutions.
The main part of the paper consists of Section 2, which includes descriptions of the examined PV roof tile, the solar light simulator, and the experimental setup. Section 3 presents the experimental results together with a discussion. Section 4 describes potential improvements for future research, and Section 5 concludes the presented study.
The Experimental Approach

The Photovoltaic Roof Tile
The subject of the research was a commercial PV roof tile, which consisted of nine monocrystalline silicon solar cells. Table 1 shows the basic data concerning its construction, while Table 2 shows the electrical data of the tested unit. 
Cooling of the PV roof tile, which was heated by the influence of incident light, was made possible by placing it in a specially designed wooden casing. It was decided to use wood to reproduce the conditions prevailing on a roof (PV roof tiles, similarly to traditional ones, are attached to a wooden frame). This casing, together with the inlet and outlet, formed a channel through which the air flowed, cooling the back wall of the PV roof tile. To intensify the heat transfer and to direct the air flow, there were special fins mounted on the bottom. The PV roof tile was pressed from the top, preventing its shifting relative to the entire casing. Figure 1 presents a 3D model of the designed casing together with the PV roof tile: this construction only reproduces a small part of the roofing. Cooling of the PV roof tile, which was heated by the influence of incident light, was made possible by placing it in a specially designed wooden casing. It was decided to use wood to reproduce the conditions prevailing on a roof (PV roof tiles, similarly to traditional ones, are attached to a wooden frame). This casing, together with the inlet and outlet, formed a channel through which the air flowed, cooling the back wall of the PV roof tile. To intensify the heat transfer and to direct the air flow, there were special fins mounted on the bottom. The PV roof tile was pressed from the top, preventing its shifting relative to the entire casing. Figure 1 presents a 3D model of the designed casing together with the PV roof tile: this construction only reproduces a small part of the roofing. As presented above, the PV roof tile, in accordance with the producer's data, could be mounted on a roof in the way shown in Figure 2 . The PV roof tiles were hung on metal hooks attached to the roof battens, and a steel cable reinforced the fixing.
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As presented above, the PV roof tile, in accordance with the producer's data, could be mounted on a roof in the way shown in Figure 2 . The PV roof tiles were hung on metal hooks attached to the roof battens, and a steel cable reinforced the fixing. 
The Solar Light Simulator
Since the research was carried out in the laboratory, without access to natural solar radiation, it was necessary to use a halogen light simulator ( Figure 3 ), which imitated the conditions prevailing in the natural environment at an acceptable level [27] . For this purpose, lamps with a total power of 10 kW were used. A supporting structure of the simulator (the spherical shape with a large radius) ensured that the rays focused on the examined PV roof tile surface. In addition, the use of many radiation sources (in this case, 20 lamps) was more advantageous than the case with a single source [27] . Additionally, by adjusting the lamps supply voltage, it was possible to control the light beam of the radiation source precisely: this allowed for performing tests in a wide range of solar irradiance. The PV roof tile was 1.5 m away from the presented solar light simulator, which was in a configuration reflecting the position of the sun at the zenith: the light rays were the shortest, and the air mass coefficient (AM) was AM = 1. 
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Since the research was carried out in the laboratory, without access to natural solar radiation, it was necessary to use a halogen light simulator (Figure 3 ), which imitated the conditions prevailing in the natural environment at an acceptable level [27] . For this purpose, lamps with a total power of 10 kW were used. A supporting structure of the simulator (the spherical shape with a large radius) ensured that the rays focused on the examined PV roof tile surface. In addition, the use of many radiation sources (in this case, 20 lamps) was more advantageous than the case with a single source [27] . Additionally, by adjusting the lamps supply voltage, it was possible to control the light beam of the radiation source precisely: this allowed for performing tests in a wide range of solar irradiance. The PV roof tile was 1.5 m away from the presented solar light simulator, which was in a configuration reflecting the position of the sun at the zenith: the light rays were the shortest, and the air mass coefficient (AM) was AM = 1. 
The Experimental Setup
The dedicated experimental setup was located in the Department of Energy and Industrial Apparatus of the Gdansk University of Technology (Gdańsk, Poland). It consisted of the above-described PV roof tile together with the casing, which formed a flow channel of cooling air with a height of 51 mm. This set was placed on a tripod perpendicular to the ground. Figure 4 shows a view of the PV roof tile with the casing and the solarimeter.
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The dedicated experimental setup was located in the Department of Energy and Industrial Apparatus of the Gdansk University of Technology (Gdańsk, Poland). It consisted of the above-described PV roof tile together with the casing, which formed a flow channel of cooling air with a height of 51 mm. This set was placed on a tripod perpendicular to the ground. Figure 4 shows a view of the PV roof tile with the casing and the solarimeter. One of the connectors located in the casing was connected to the cooling medium transporting duct. The air was forced to flow using a radial fan to reproduce natural conditions, cooling the PV roof tiles through air flow at a speed of about 3 m/s (this was the air speed at the cooling medium duct inlet) on a sunny day. The usage of a device (for example, a radial fan) that can force air flow and increase heat transfer is vital in the countries with a hot climate, where the ambient air temperature is high and the possibility of heat removal from the heated elements is limited. Launay et al. [28] observed that wind speed is one of the key factors that is responsible for an increase in the power output in high ambient temperatures. A higher value of the wind speed ensures better cooling of the PV panels. The solar irradiance was measured by a solarimeter, which was located on the front frame of the designed casing (see Figure 4 ). The output signal was the voltage, which was converted to solar irradiance using a solarimeter sensitivity index: according to the manufacturer's data, this was equal to 11.44 × 10 −6 V/(W/m 2 ). It was assumed that the distribution of the solar irradiance on the PV roof tile was uniform: the values changed negligibly depending on the position of the solarimeter. These features were verified in the test experiments. They showed that the solar irradiance measured at nine representative points (the center of each cell) was close to ±2% of the solar irradiance average value on the tested PV roof tile. A pyrometer measured the PV roof tile surface temperature at the location marked in Figure 4 . This place was selected because its temperature was close to the average temperature on the PV roof tile surface, calculated for nine representative points (in the center of each solar cell). The air temperature at the inlet and outlet was determined using T-type thermocouples and a signal transducer. The electrical parameters of the PV roof tile (voltage and electrical current) were measured using a slider resistor and two multimeters. Table 3 lists the applied sensors, detectors, and meters together with their measurement accuracy. One of the connectors located in the casing was connected to the cooling medium transporting duct. The air was forced to flow using a radial fan to reproduce natural conditions, cooling the PV roof tiles through air flow at a speed of about 3 m/s (this was the air speed at the cooling medium duct inlet) on a sunny day. The usage of a device (for example, a radial fan) that can force air flow and increase heat transfer is vital in the countries with a hot climate, where the ambient air temperature is high and the possibility of heat removal from the heated elements is limited. Launay et al. [28] observed that wind speed is one of the key factors that is responsible for an increase in the power output in high ambient temperatures. A higher value of the wind speed ensures better cooling of the PV panels. The solar irradiance was measured by a solarimeter, which was located on the front frame of the designed casing (see Figure 4 ). The output signal was the voltage, which was converted to solar irradiance using a solarimeter sensitivity index: according to the manufacturer's data, this was equal to 11.44 × 10 −6 V/(W/m 2 ). It was assumed that the distribution of the solar irradiance on the PV roof tile was uniform: the values changed negligibly depending on the position of the solarimeter. These features were verified in the test experiments. They showed that the solar irradiance measured at nine representative points (the center of each cell) was close to ±2% of the solar irradiance average value on the tested PV roof tile. A pyrometer measured the PV roof tile surface temperature at the location marked in Figure 4 . This place was selected because its temperature was close to the average temperature on the PV roof tile surface, calculated for nine representative points (in the center of each solar cell). The air temperature at the inlet and outlet was determined using T-type thermocouples and a signal transducer. The electrical parameters of the PV roof tile (voltage and electrical current) were measured using a slider resistor and two multimeters. Table 3 lists the applied sensors, detectors, and meters together with their measurement accuracy. 
Experimental Results
The experimental research was divided into two stages: analysis of the PV roof tile without and with cooling. At first, the electrical parameters of the PV roof tile without cooling were measured. This was the basis for a current voltage and electrical power voltage characteristics determination and the basis for the photoelectric efficiency of the solar radiation conversion (depending on the solar irradiance calculations). The experiment also recorded the effect of solar irradiance on the temperature change on the PV roof tile surface.
The generated electrical power at the MPP was calculated from the following formula:
where U is the operating voltage at the MPP and I is the operating electrical current at the MPP. The electrical efficiency of the PV roof tile (η e ) was calculated based on the equation:
where G is the solar irradiance and S is the active surface of the PV roof tile, which is equal to 0.22 m 2 .
In the next stage of study, measurement series for the cooled back wall of the PV roof tile were carried out. The gathered characteristics allowed for determining the effect of cooling on the essential parameters of the operation. In addition, the heat flux (q), which can be obtained for a given solar irradiance, was calculated from the equation:
where ρ is the average air density between the inlet and outlet temperature, .
V is the volumetric flow rate of air, c is the average air-specific heat between the inlet and outlet temperature, ∆T is the outlet and inlet air temperature difference, and M is the total surface of the PV roof tile module (which is equal to 0.29 m 2 ).
The photothermal conversion efficiency (η th ) was determined based on the equation:
The overall efficiency (η o ) of the PV roof tile was calculated as the sum of the electrical and thermal efficiencies: η o = η e + η th (5) Figure 5 presents the current voltage and electrical power voltage characteristics obtained for the PV roof tile without cooling depending on the solar irradiance. These characteristics show that with an increase in solar irradiance, the generated electrical power also increased; however, the highest obtained value (for a solar irradiance of 900 W/m 2 ) was relatively small (9.39 W).
The characteristics plotted in Figure 6 show changes in the temperature of the PV roof tile front wall as a function of the solar irradiance. The temperature of the noncooled PV roof tile surface for a solar irradiance equal to 900 W/m 2 was about 80 • C, i.e., the maximum working temperature given by the manufacturer [23] . Due to the risk of halogen lamps damage from long operation and the overheating of cells at high solar irradiance, the tests were carried out for a solar irradiance of up to 900 W/m 2 . Cooling with the volumetric flow rate of air equal to 5 m 3 /h caused a decrease in the temperature at the roof tile surface of approximately 8 • C (the maximum) at a solar irradiance equal to 750 W/m 2 . During the tests, it was impossible to lower the PV roof tile temperature below 50 • C.
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Possible Improvements in Research
Since the presented research is only the first step in PV roof tile examination, improvements are planned in the near future.
The most crucial issue is to ensure Standard Test Conditions (STC) during the experiment: this would allow for comparing the producer's data to the obtained results. In this paper, only the results obtained during the experimental tests were compared to each other, which produced a focus on the overall positive effect of PV roof tile cooling on the operational parameters. Improving the experimental setup by providing the right air mass coefficient value and using an accredited device will be the next stage of research, because the authors are aware that these factors have a significant impact on the obtained results. It is essential to continue the experimental research using various types of turbulators placed in the air flow duct and different configurations to ensure the intensification of heat removal from the PV roof tile. Before this, numerical simulations should be performed to obtain the best geometrical arrangement, which then will be tested using a laboratory stand. These simulations will allow for energy balance in the entire system, and they are not presented here because they were not the focus at the time. Since the system was not optimized, the energy balance would have been misleading, and it is worth making additional efforts toward better operation of the system before its calculation. Additionally, the long-term aim is a numerical analysis oriented toward the optimization of the generated (by the radial fan) volumetric flow rate and its further experimental validation. Moreover, the system discussed in this paper considered only one PV roof tile; therefore, the natural extension of the experimental study is to investigate the matrix of several PV roof tiles and assess heat removal from a larger working surface. The extended system will be analyzed in terms of a standard PV roof tile and an optimized one with turbulators in the air flow duct. However, this will require the usage of a larger solar radiation simulator or the implementation of the experimental research in natural conditions.
Conclusions
The operational characteristics of analyzed cooled PV roof tiles revealed an increase in generated electrical power, which was related to a rise in the efficiency of solar energy conversion into electricity. The experimental results also showed that air cooling was sufficient enough to observe this effect. Moreover, heat recovery from the cooling system contributed to an increase in the overall efficiency of the system. Since so far such analyses have not been carried out, it was hard to design the experimental system. However, the assumptions made during the design of the experimental stand were verified, and this opens the way for further analyses.
The efficiency of the single PV roof tile and the maximum power produced by it under laboratory conditions were 5.67% (for a solar irradiance equal to 600 W/m 2 ) and 10.23 W (for a solar irradiance of 900 W/m 2 ). These values were lower than the producer's data (nominal power equal to 
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Conclusions
The efficiency of the single PV roof tile and the maximum power produced by it under laboratory conditions were 5.67% (for a solar irradiance equal to 600 W/m 2 ) and 10.23 W (for a solar irradiance of 900 W/m 2 ). These values were lower than the producer's data (nominal power equal to 35 W in STC conditions; see Table 2 ). The reason for these results could have been because halogen lamps have a shifted radiation spectrum in relation to natural solar radiation or because it was used a value for the air mass coefficient (AM = 1) during the experimental research that was different from Standard Test Conditions (AM = 1.5). However, it should be emphasized that the obtained electrical efficiency of the PV tile, although it was determined in artificial light, was within the range of values published in the literature, namely from about 3% to about 15% [29, 30] . The efficiency value depended on the system and the conditions under which the experiments were carried out.
The maximum operating temperature of the tested PV roof tile without cooling was 79.6 • C for a solar irradiance equal to 900 W/m 2 , and with cooling, it was equal to 72.2 • C. The cooling of the PV roof tile back wall allowed for about 9% more power and about 9.5% more electrical efficiency than in the case without cooling. Due to the cooling of the PV roof tile back wall, a flux equal to 164 W/m 2 of heat was recovered, with a thermal efficiency of 18.3%. An increase in the air temperature of about 30.4 K at a volumetric flow rate equal to 5 m 3 /h was noticed in this case. The maximum overall efficiency of the cooled PV roof tile was 23.5%.
The obtained results indicate the necessity of PV roof tile cooling during unfavorable working conditions, and show that the heat recovery system can improve efficiency. The heat fluxes obtained during the cooling of the PV roof tile back wall are promising. The heated air can be used as a lower heat source for an air heat pump, a technology often found in low-energy buildings, or it can supply heat storage connected to, e.g., Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) technology. This solution can also be used as a kind of BIPV-T system: the cooled air can be used for, e.g., air conditioning technology.
